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In this IssueLouise Harris Ivers continues to
supply us with documentation on the
historic buildings in Los Vegas,
N. M. Beginning on page 9 is the
architectural bockground of the Masonic Temple. Previously she has
detailed the history of the Charles
Ilfeld Building of 1890-91 (March/
April 1970 NMAl ond the Castaneda Hotel of I 897 - 1898 (May /
June 1974 NMAl.
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Poland . Well beyond the expected
deadline, the May/June issue will be
my report on a fascinating trip to
Poland to see their efforts ond accomplishments in the world of historic preservation. The report is
longer by for than anticipoted, so
the May/June issue will be thicker
by many pages. I only hope that it
doesn't bore you.
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A CORRECTION
In the January/February 1976 issue of NMA, a mistake in contractor
credit was made in the Crego Block
Company Advertisement. The LEMBKE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY of
Albuquerque should have been listed as the General Contractor.
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Classic, simple to install,
fireproof, weatherprooF, rnade
of concrete, yet lighter than
clay, stronger than clay at a
Fraction of the cost of clay.

Oentury roof tile, inc.

2700 Second St., S. W.
Albuquerque, New Mex ico 87 102

A PRESTRESSED CONCRETE BUILDING
IDEAL FOR A MANUFACTURING FACILITY

The new manu factur ing building owned by
Malibu Pools in Albuquerque is an all concrete
structure . Precast-prestressed twin tees form
the walls and roof. The 10,000 sq . ft. roof
supports a four ton bridge crane that works
in a 25 foot clear ceiling area .
The 86 precast members in the building were
erected in seve n da ys.
Prestressed concrete is the versatile building
material.

A RCHITECT · Bex -Ncrtcn , Architects
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS· McComack & Burns
CONTRACTOR· Bart Gilbert, Inc.

PRESTRESSED' :.
CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.

1304 Menaul Blvd., H. E., Albuquerque, H. M. 87105
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Become a participant in the revitalized

HISTORICAL SOCIETY of NEW MEXICO

Post Office Box 4638
Name

Santa Fe, N. M. 87501
_

Address.

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Annua l Dues [J Ind ividual
$10.00
Student ----------------$ 5.00

o

Z ip

_

0 Contribut ing
0 Li fe

$ 40 .00
$ 1,000.00
in one pa y m en t

SOCIETY MEMBERS MAY SUBSCRIBE AT REDUCED RATES TO :

o
o

" NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVI EW"

$4.50 year

Pub lished by the Unive rsity of Ne w Mexico @ $6 .00 yea r

" NEW MEXICO ARCH ITECTURE" maqaz ine $4.00 year
Pub lished by the New Mexico Soc iety of Arc hitect s @ $5 .00 year

Rock Face Norman
is not the new
security chief
at the Broadway.
Its our name for the
striking custom brick
chosen by The
Broadway and its
architects for a major
contribution to an
image of quality

SUMMIT

BRICK

5905 MARBLE, NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 268 9764
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Your
business
has to
change with
the times,
so why
have walls
that vvon't?

SIeeIcase
McHabIe
Walls

.
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~
fJurIlJture

A wall that's only a wall is
an obstacle. But a Steelcase
Movable Wall System can
form an office today or a
conference room tomorrow
or two or three work-stations
the day after. In other
words, it gives you unlimited
flexibility in planning your
off ice interiors. And that's
a boon to any business.

'exico

6437 LINN AVE . N.E . • ALBUQUERQU E , NEW MEXICO . (505) 265 -7841

.
3 RECENT FLEX-SHIELD
applications in Albuquerque
TWO PARK PLAZA HIGH RISE
OFFICE BUILDING
ALBUQUERQUE INN
NATIONAL BUILDING

Heavy texture coating for all types of
exterior/interior masonry surfaces.

W~PAINT

DURABLE· FLEXIBLE· WATERPROOF

Mfg. Company, Albuquerque, N.M. 877 -5050

serving New Mexico
and the EI Paso area
with

Quality Concrete Masonry Products
and many allied building materials
Modemfold Wood and Plastic Folding Doors
Hollow Metal Doors and Frames
Reinforcin g and Fabricated Steel
Steel and Formica Toilet Partitions
Commercial Hardware
Commercial Toilet Accessories
Moderncote Vinyl Wall Covering
Reside ntial and Commercial Steel and Aluminum Windows

Builders Block & Stone Co., Inc.

Builder s Block & Supply Co., Inc.

P . O. Box 1633
Roswell, N. M. 88201
505 622·1321

P. O. Dra wer F F
Las Cruces, N. M. 88001
505 524·3633

Builders Block & Stone Co., Inc.

Builders Block & Supply Co., Inc.

Telephone
P . o. Box 10284
EI Paso
Albuquerque, N. M. 8'1114
915 532·969!i
505 265-6085
Members : New M ex ic o Conc rete Mason ry Assoc ia t ion, N otiona l Con crete Masonry Ass ociation
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Stuff the block,
save the building.
Pouring Zonol itc'? Masonry Fill Insulation into
masonry walls can increase fire ratings from two
up to four -count them-four hours.
Reduces sound transmission to a murmur.
Doubles the insulating value of the wall to
prevent chills and sweats of the occupants while
inducing a state of euphoria over low heating
and air conditioning bills.
What more do you want for as little as a dime
per square foot?
Remember. Stuff the block, save the building .
Also remember to mail cou on ri h t now for

Consultation
Planning
Design
LaYOut
Criteria , skill. artistry and
experience are fused to
produce laboratory furniture
meeting the most exacting
requ irements of contemporary
science educators and architects .
Units i m m ed iat e ly available and
within the reach of any
school or institut ional budget.

Ju

~

Architects use our design consultation services for:
Science Labs / OHices / Artrooms / Dormitories /
Libraries / Auditorium Sealing / Home Economlcs
Labs / Gymnasiums

Grace.
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UNIVERSITY 800K STORE
ALLIED SUPPLY CO.
2122 Central. SE
Phone 243 ·1776
Albuquerque . N . M .
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1. Richmond Colise um , Richmo nd , Virg inia . Architect s : Vincent G. Kling & Pa rtn,,,s. Photo co ur t es y Brick Inst itute of Amer ica . 2. Sout he as tern Ma ssachusetts University ,
Ar.s and Human it ies Build ing , North Dartmou th . Asso ciated Arch itects : Oe sm ond & lord, Inc., and Poul Rudo lph , FAIA. Int e rio r Con sultant : Bill 8og noll Associates. Inc.
3. Pub lic Service Alliance of Canodo Building . Ottowa . Arch itects : Schaeler Heaton Horvar Men endez Assoc iated Arch itects . Photo cou r fe sy Brick Instit ute of Amer ico .
A. Exec ut ive Headq uarter s and Na ssau Cent.r Off ice , Hempstead Bank , Gorden City, long Island . Arch ite cts : Bentel & Bent e l, AlA .

RUMORS THAT THERE ARE
BUILDING SYSTEMS MORE VERSATILE THAN MASONRY
ARE TOTALLY WITHOUTFOUNDATION.
INTERNATIONAL MASONRY INSTITUTE
Suite 100 1.823 Fifteenth Street. NW., Washington, D.C. 20005

~
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MASON CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF NEW MEXICO

LETTERS TO ED ITO R
Editor,
I finished reading your editorial
in the Nov.jDec. issue of N.M.A.
and after wiping the tears from
my eyes ( too much unab ashed
laughter at a good joke ) I decided to wri te to you to share the
humor ( rhymes wit h tum or ).
A paradoxical statement is often
funn y so I thou ght I would start
with the one that perm eates your
editorial. In a matter of fact way
you mention that an Indian Museum , in some fashion , is being
plann ed and will be built even tuall y. Your main topic appears
to be that Mr. Owings and Company have not listened to nor asked for input from key histori cal
committees and associations - regarding th e Hewett House. I
would like to inform you that the
officials (s ome of whom are my
relatives ) at a large pu eblo in
New Mexico have had zero inp ut
in the developm ent of an Indian
Museum . In fact it is very rare
for th ese associa tions, committees,
and the Museum of New Mexico
to get direct input or advise, or to
take the simple step of informing
the people most directly involved.
Any statement to the contrary is
pure bull. The Museum , associations and the committees prefer
to rely on "professional" experts
(they read Bandelier and Wat ers ).
I am reminded of the thief who
called "foul" aft er another thief
stole his previously stolen loot!
Th e next funn y and misinformed
stat ement in your editorial was the
one that stated th at you believed
there were no alterna te plans develop ed to include the Hewett
Hous e. In fact, more than one student architectural team at the University of New Mexico produced
programs and p h as e d design
schemes that used the Hewett
Hous e as an int egral part of museum developm ent. Th ese plans,
including drawings and a color/
sound film, were present ed to the
Stat e Legislature in 1972/73 to
help obtain initial funding for the
Museum of New Mexico. Of course

they were only stude nt archit ects
from the University of New Mexico and it must have bee n a fluke
that th ey were sensitive enough
to include the Hewett House. Everyone knows that the University
of New Mexico doesn't produce
good architects anymore (or is it
chea p lab or? ).
Funding (money ), not the Hewett House, is really the key issue
in th is matt er of architects. Proteges of the bush league master,
J. G. Meem, sat wai ting for the
museum to get some (so fees could
be paid ). After the museum finally started to get major recogn ition an d funding from the sta te
( with professional help from "student architects") , two major leaguers, in the form of Mr. Owings
an d Mr. Barn es, cam e along. You
wasted ink when stating tha t
Barn es was an "out -of-state architect." Th e museum chose a q ualified practicing architec t and to do
so they had to go "out-of-sta te."
It is my und erstanding that Mr.
Barn es chose an in-state arc hitect
that he felt was qualified enough
to repr esent him in New Mexico.
Finally, in my opinion, publishing the fee paid to Mr. Barn es in
your article (conside ring the tone
of the piece ) was extremely poor
judgement and in bad tast e. I realize that this bit of finan cial informatio n was mea nt to stir-up
the local yokels ( that's the only
thin g that will do it ). How ever,
Mr. Conran, by doing so you have
blown your cover of historical piety.
Sincerely yours,
Marc A. Giaccardo
Albu querqu e, N. M.

o

o

o

o

Editor,
My copy of the Decemb er issue
of New Mexico Architecture arrived, and gladdened me with a
photograph of th e Hewett Hou se.
What a surprise to read on, into
your excellent editorial, to discover th e building may be demolished.
Every time we return to Santa
Fe, it seems more atmosphere has
NMA March·April 1976

leaked out. Th e destruction of the
Hewett Hou se certa inly fulfills a
sad pattern of cul tura l denial, and
pred icts that Sant a Fe too can
achieve the statu s of pop art. But
this matter is too painful even to
ridicule.
Please allow me to add my support for the preservation of th e
Hewett House. You ar e free to
show this statement to anyone seriously interested in the people and
future of Santa Fe . Both will be
insult ed and ignor ed by the disap pearance of the Hewett Hou se.
Sincerely yours,
Richard E. Ahlborn
Chairma n
Department of
Cultural History
Smith sonian Institution
Washington, D.C.

20560
o

o

o

o

Mr. Tibo Ch avez, President
Board of Regents
Museum of New Mexico
Dear Mr. Chavez:
I wou ld like to urge preservation
of the Hewett Hou se. It would appear that the house is worthy of
its National Register listin g and
of every special conside ration. In
contrast, appa rently, expansion of
the museum is being considered in
a hap hazard way, without clear
und erstanding of pr esent and future needs.
Th erefore, I would sugges t
"backing up" and doin g some long
range master plann ing for the Museum , much as Mr. Conron has
suggested in the "New Mexico
Archit ecture" magazine. A fundament al step could be to outline
the objectives of the Museum as
an institution; and I submit that
one of these could be to pr eserve
its own historic structures .
You will understand that I am
entirely friendly to th e Museum,
but I believe better thinking needs
to be employed.
Sincerel y yours,
Jerold G. Widdison
Albuquerque, N. M.
9

LETTERS.

MR. Y U K

CONTINUED

AND THE NEW MEXICO
POISON & DRUG CENTER

Editor:
There has been quite a lot of
discussion about makin g public
buildings at least easier for handicapped peopl e to enter, leave and
use. I'm not handicapped but I
have a big gripe . Access ramps
are fine, but huge, heavy doors
make a mockery of th e ramps. Examples?
Take a look at th e doors on the
Capitol Building! It pra ctically
tak es a derri ck to open th e massive door , and for a wom an ( particularly one ca rryi ng a packa ge )
impossible. On e tu gs, grunts, cusses ( very sedately of course ) and
waits for a big. strong male. Th e
main door on the new hosp ital at
Raton is mu ch the same-beautiful
but where is th e electric eye if
th ey are going to str ess easy access? Try the State Library doors
-huge, very lovely to look at, and
with an arm load of books, impossible for th e "senior" citizen.
Sur e, that' s my category, even
though I despise it. I've been a
citizen all my life, why make me
a senior just because I rememb er
50 yea rs ago better th an where I
put my car keys last night? Sup ermark et electric eyes are wonderful-I can carry in my returnable
soft drink bottles without a hassel
and th e mark et furni shes a hov to
carry out purchases.
.
I know about wh eelch airs, a little at least , for my aged moth er is
either in bed , or in a wh eelchair
twice a day. After a strok e she's
hospitalized , and I wh eel her
through long halls , into th e recreation and activity rooms, th e elevator and sun room. Miner's Hospital ( Raton) is old fashion ed , but
the human element is /lot. Their
doors ar e not two stori es high and
architects should try pu shing
wheelchairs a few times befor e
they put out designs. Looking
lovely is nice, but not enoug h!

"He's gukky and yukky. Kid's
don't like him-and that's th e main
idea," says Dr . Diana F. Rodri gu ez
Calvert, dir ector of th e ew Mexico Poison, Dru g Informat ion and
Medi cal Crisi s Cent er.
Th e Cent er , assisted hy local
Op timist Clubs through out
ew
Mexico, is kicking off a major campaign to help par ent s keep th eir
child ren from accid ental poisonings. Th e focal point of th eir campaign will be "Mr. Yuk"-a bilious
green round face with th e corne rs
of his mouth turn ed down , and his
tongu e sticking out.
Mr. Yuk stickers should be placed on any thing in th e house which
child ren shou ld stay ou t of. Th ey
should be taught that "Mr. Yuk
is a no-no ," Dr. Ca lvert said.
Th e New Mexico Poison, Drug
Information and Medical Crisis
Cent er is locat ed in th e Bernalillo
County Medi cal Cent er. It s activities ar e coord inated with th e
Emergency Medi cal Servic es Division of th e
ew Mexico Health
and Social Servi ces Department ,
and th e Cent er serves as an integral portion of th e emergency
medical communication system for
th e state of ew Mexico.
Mr. Yuk stick ers and posters
may be obtained by contacting the
Poison Cent er at BCMC, or any
local Optimist.
Every Mr. Yuk sticker contains
th e free phon e number of the ew
Mexico Poison Center: 1-800-4326866. Within Albuquerque the local number is 843-2551, whil e out-

Sincerely,
Alice Bullock
Santa Fe, N. M.
10
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sid e of Albuquerque, resid ents
may phon e th e cent er without
charge, by dialing 1-800-432-6866.
Th e Cent er is op en 24 hours,
seven days a week-and is growing rapidly. In January, 1973, the
Ce nter reiceived 67 calls-and in
Januar y, 1975, the Cent er received
706 calls. About two-thirds of th e
calls come from th e public and th e
rest are from health professionals
from all over th e sta te.
Questions asked cover a wid e
ar ea : drug overdoses, poisonin gs,
and medical crises unrelat ed to
dru gs. Six pharmacists, spea king
hoth English and Spanish, respond
to all initial req ues ts for assista nce.
Other spec ialists such as pedi atri cs,
emerege ncy medicine, burn, and
traum a are readil y ava ilable.
Th e New Mexico Poison Center
is a part of th e j ational Poison
Ce nte r Network , which has given
permi ssion to use th e Mr . Yuk
symhol in this area.
Th e old "skull and crossbones"
used in th e past to identify poisons has been pro ven to ha ve littl e
meanin g for child ren of tod ay,
since it is seen so often in cartoons
and amusement parks to connote
happy, exciting thin gs. A testin g
pro gram was develop ed to see
which of six symbols a child would
1 OT want to play with-and th e
scowling green fac e was found
least attractive. One child, declin ing to pick up the bottle, even
named th e new symbol wh en he
declared : "He looks yukkyl"
"We just want th e peopl e of
New Mexico to know that if anyone-child or adult- has swallowed poison or oth er dangerous substan ce, th e Cent er is here to help
with immediate, accurate information about what to do and how
to help ," Dr. Calvert said.
Th e Center also has readily
available information on plants and
insects which may be poisonous,
and how to treat th ese problems.
Th e Center is connected with the
emerg enc y rooms of an local hospitals, and with the national poison
center for assistance with uncommon problems.
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P. O. Box 4111
Atbuqu rque 87106
266·4484

Peters, Ronald L.
8100 Mounta in Road Pl ., N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
265-3646

Ponto, Robert C.
4055 Montgomery, N .E. B·7
Albuquerque 87109
881·8282

Predock, Antoine
300 12th Street. N.W .
Albuquerque 87102
243-6162

Ragsdale, Michael
P. o. Box 801
Los Alamos 87544

Rainhart, George R.
1012 Adams st., S.E.
Albuquerque 87108
268·1148
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6303 Indian SChool Road , N.E.
AlbuQuerQu 87110
296-1772

Addy, Ervin III
~512

Ninth Street. N.W .
Albuquerque 87107
843-6900

Affholter, Lee P.

Babaa, Waleed
8100 Mountain Road PI. , N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
265·3646

Blachut, Marie O.
1001 Los Arboles. N.W.
Albuquerque 87107
766-7422

Bland, John C.
4665 Indian School Rd .. N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
255-4864

Bloch, Teresita
505 Morningside, S.E.
AlbUQuerque 87106
265-0740
2005 Carlisle Blvd ., N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
268-8785

Cornwell, Allan B.
1220 Fruit Ave .. N.W .
Albuquerque 87102
242-6062

Custer, Ph ilip E.

Stubbs, Frank R.

115 Amherst Dr., S.E.
Albuqu rque 87106
255-8668

Wynn, George

Boehning, A W ., Jr.

Moore, Jason P.

Pearl, George C.

3013 Marble . N.E.
Albuquerque 87106
265-8668

203 Truman. N.E.
Albuquerque 87108
265·8329

457 Washiniton, S.E.
Albuquerque 87108
265·2335

807 Eiihth Street. .W.
Albuquerque 87104
243·1721

Willadsen, John C.

Auoeiate Members

Rowland, James N.

2018 Coal Place, S.E.
Albuquerque 87106
243·0878

Pacheco, Jesse A, Jr.

2600 Yale . S.E.
Albuquerque 87106
842·9136

728 Val Verde . S.E.
Albuquerque 87108
255·9289

Darby, Robert Paul
5212 Mescalero Road . N.E.
Albuquerque 87112
881·4764

Fellows, Glenn N.

Toohey, John E.

103 Amherst, S.E.
Albuquerque 87106
265-7703

P. O. Box 663
Farmington 87401

Fletcher, Tom C.

Torr, Jerry R.
2403 San Mateo N.E., No. S12
Albuquerque 87110
266-7873

2609 Quincy, N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
256-3308

Fullmer, Carl

orsa, John P.
903 Rio Grande Blvd .. N.W.
Albuquerque 87104
242·5403

Volz, Charles W .
9424 Rio Grande Blvd ., N.W .
Albuquerque a7114
898·0645

Waters, Bill J .
8009 Mountain Road Place , N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
265-5775

Weller, Louis L.
335 Jefferson Street. S.E.
Atbuquerqu 87108
255·9690

Wendell, Wallace A
903 Rio Grande Blvd., N.W.
Albuquerque 87104
242·5403

11624 Morenci N.E.
Albuquerque 87112
299-5065

Giaccardo, Marc A
2323 Kathryn , S.E.
Apt . 521
Albuquerque 87106
255·2477

Hill, Ronald K.
311 Fontana Place , N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
265-5775

Hultzen, Peter) .
1205 Princeton N.E .
Albuquerque 87106
266-3931

Kirchner, Richard C.
5327 Montiomery, N.E ., No. 59
Albuquerque 87109
881-3130

NMA March-April 1976

Klas, Jeff
2005 carlisle. N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
268·8785

Lorenz, Michael R.
8100 Mountain Road PI.. N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
265-3646

McKinney, Joe C.
608 17th Street. N.W .
Albuquerque 87104
242-4209

Norris, Frank F.
1901 Avenida las campanas, N.W.
Albuquerque 87107
344-0521

O'Brien, Ray
3607 San Pedro Drive, N.E .
Albuquerque 87110
881·8030

Ordonez, Edward
8806 Woodland, N.E.
Albuquerque 87112
292·3348

Pearson, Daniel Lee
9401 Haines, N.E .
Albuquerque 87112
299-7810

Richards, H. Scott
619 Bryn Mawr Dr. , N.E.
Albuquerque 87106
268·3797

Richards, Patricia F.
927 Fairway. N.W .
Albuquerque 87107
344-1233

Robinson, Leslie
2609 Quincy. N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
256-3308

Robson, Thomas E.
13408 Reo Road , N.E.
Albuquerque 87112
293-1853

Scott, Richard C.
8009 Mountain Road PI. , N.E .
Albuquerque 87110
265-5775

Searcy, Ronald
8100 Mountain Road PI.. N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
265-3646

Weith, Thomas P.
6437 Linn Ave. , N.E.
Albuquerque 87108
265·7841

Whalin, William
6700 Orphelia, N.E .
Albuquerque 87109
821·1595

Profeuional Associate Members

Beltran, Michael, Jr.
2403 San Mateo, N.E .
Albuquerque 87110
265-8378

Blair, Kent
816 Palomas, N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
266-2650

Bloch, Anthony
505 Morningside, S.E.
Albuquerque 87106
265-0740

Bosl, Gordon E.
P. O. Box 435
Corrales 87048
898·3487

Day, Stephen C.
Post Office Box 1084
Albuquerque 87103
247·3147

reirwents
the door
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TOTAL-DOOR'"
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2
Anti-Burglary Features 0
Astragals, Flush Bolts,
Door Coordinators, Butts,
Concealed Hinges, locks-Elimination Of 11
Closer and Holder Reinforcement 5, 9
Control Mechanism and Its' Operation 6
Cylinders and Master Keying 5, 7
Dimensions-Door and Frames 8,9,10,14
Door Construction 5
Door Functions 12, 13
Finishes 7
Frames and Suggested Details 8, 9
High Pressure Laminates 5
Hinge 5
Locldng Channel 4
Opening Sizes(Actual and Nominal) 14
Operation of TOTAL-DOOR 4, 5
Ordering Information 14
Specifications-Doors, Frames 15
Veneers-Wood 5

PATENTS PENDING U,SA. CANADA GREAT BRITAIN, GERMANY, FRANCE, JAPAN, AUSTRALIA AND OTHER COUNTRIES

THE REASONS OUR COMPANY EXISTS ...

WHAT-WHY-HOW
What are the problems of doors a nd hardware?
Presentopenings in all classes of work fa il to
satisfactorily solve the problems of security, safety, cost.
life, delivery coordination and unified responsibility.
Untilnow, openings have not really been systems at all,
but rather a conglomeration of widely diverse products which do not have a strongly supportive interrelationship, but which rather grudgingly tolerate
one another.
Why have these problems remained unsolved?
The door and hardware manufacturers, insta llation contractors and maintenance departments
constantly wrestle with these problems and attempt to
achieve solutions by treating one symptom at a time .
Because of custom or habit and narrow economic
interest.the industries individual segments have always
worked within narrow confines of their specific d iscipline. They have never attempted to broadly
examine and define the problem.

How have we solved these problems?
By.abandoning habitual ways of thinking
about openings and freeing ourselves of a narrow
economic interest in doors or hardware, we have
been able to move toward an opening system which
is a clear and pure expression of its' function and of
contemporary technology. An exam ination of the
details and their solution in relationship to the total
problem resulted in a coherent. rational solution for
the system.
An examination of TOTAL-DOOR will show that we have
achived the following goals:

1. Security: The standard means of illegal entry have
been thwarted - i.e. "loid" me n, jamb spreaders,
hinge pin removal. kicking , etc .
2. Safety: There are no projecting knobs, leversor
hinge pins to catch clothing or cause injury.
3. Single Responsibility: OPENINGS has the total
responsibility for the proper functioning of the doorwe can't point our finger at the other guy.
4. Delivery Coordination: The door, hinges, control
mechanism, etc, are all one inseparable unit.
5. Cost: Lowest in place cost!
6. Ufe: Longest life because the opening has been
designed as a unit and tested to millions of cycles
rather than 100.000or 500,000 cycles.

3

TOTAL-DOOR OPERAnON!

4
The TOTAL-DOOR is a flush panel continuously supported on both the hinge and latching sides by
means of a special hinge and locking channel.
The Locking Channel is an 18gauge rolled
metal or extruded aluminum member shaped like an
"I" beam which pivots on the door and which is operated by the control mechanism. This locking channel is
available in 4 metals and various finishes as follows:
Cold rolled steel-electro-galvanized.
bonderized and primed.
Stainless steel-mirror or satin finished.
Commercial bronze-mirror or satin finished
and lacquered. or
-oxidized and oil rubbed
(US10B).
Extruded aluminum - natural anodized
The function of the locking channel is to provide a
secure engagement of the door to the frame for itsfull
height. Its' operation eliminates latch bolts. deadbolts. auxiliary latches and flush bolts. while increasing
security and maintaining safety and fire considerations. The locking channel is braced in its locked or
engaged position by a columnar blocking member
which is 1" tall and 24" wide. This blocking member is
pivoted on the locking channel and bears against the
door framing channel through rollers. The blocking
member isimmovably restrained against improper displacement by means of a yoke which isoperable

,
\

yoke

---t-----tt-

wall

1 - - - control mechanism - - - - - - I

frame

HORIZONTAL SECTION THRU DOOR & FRAME AT CONTROL MECHANISM
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only by the push or pull faces. The yoke moves the
blocking member when either of the push or pull faces
Is moved All standard functions or operations are
possible by locking one. both or neither push or
pull faces.

The Hinge is a 14gauge cold rolled steel or
extruded aluminum member utilizing a novel combination of known pivoting means which has been
improved to provide:
1. Zero vertical wear by means of load transfer
without relative motion between bearing
surfaces.
2. Insignificant horizontal wear because of a
20 fold increase of bearing surfaces when
compared to 4-1/2 x 4-1/2 butts.
3. Quick. simple mounting and demounting of
the door by removal and replacement of
three machine screws.
4. 800 pound door design load.
5: 180°rotation which allows the door to lay
tightty against the wall because of absence
of knobs.
6. Hinge construction a llows door to be
adjusted up or down ~ ".
The DoorCore material is a rigid polystyrene
foam which is bonded to the door skins to provide
exceptional strength. stiffness. flatness and impact
resistance. It also markedly reduces sound and heat
transmission.

wall - -- t t -frame

--f----

The DoorSurfaces are made of roller leveled.
cold rolled electro-galvanized and bonderized steel
in the following gauges:
22 gauge-Recommended only for low impact areas or as a base for wood veneers or
high pressure laminates.
20 gauge-Recommended for all painted
doors except those used in areas with high
impact exposure such as service entrances.
school entrances. boiler rooms. utilityrooms.etc.
18 gauge-Recommended for areas with
extreme Impact loads.

Stiles and Ralls are 16gauge steel or extruded
aluminum on all TOTAL-DOORS. The S.D.1. Specification
100-69 in Table II recommends the following thickness
for metal doors based on composite metal face
construction.
.

DUTY

Standard

KIN
RAlLORsnLE
S1YU THIC
55 GAUGE THICICN 55
4

GAUGE

.0 284

22

.0344

20

TOT.AL-IXX)R

.0 284

22

.0568

16

4

.0344

20

.044 9

18

TOT.AL-DOOR

.0344

20

.0568

16

ExIraHeavy 3

.044 9

18

.0568

16

TOT.AL-lX)()R

.044 9

18

.0568

16

Heavy

Closer Reinforcement is not provided: due to
5V2" wood rail. reinforcement Is not required.
Finishes: The standard finish is an electrostatically sprayed acrylic modified primer.
Veneers: Bonded veneers are available in all
hardwoods on special order and are normally supplied
on chip board core.
High Pressure Laminates: 1/16"high pressure
laminates are available bonded to chi p boa rd core or
22 gauge steel doors or directly to the metal door structure and polystyrene or honeycomb. Not recommended for exterior doors.
Cylinders and Master Keying: The TOTALDOOR door Is designed for use with all mortise lock
cylinders utilizing the Adams Rite cam. Cylinder rings
are not requ ired
DoorFrames are provided by others with
dimensions to suitthe TOTAL-DOOR (see pages 8 and
9 for details).

THE OPERAnNG MEeHANIS
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SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
While the special advantages of the TOTAL-OOOR are
most apparent in the locking channel and hinge
assembly. the control mechanism has a similar importance because it is an integ ra l unit in the chain of
security. safety and reliability.
The mechanism is composed of a housing.
a locking bar. a yoke. and push or pull faces.
Adjustable plates on the locking bar determine
whether one. both or neither face is locked. The faces
establish what type of control. if any. will be exercised
on the locking or unlocking position of the locking bar
(l.e, key. thumb tum . emergency or nothing).
What has been done isto separate the locking
funcfion (represented by the locking channel and
blocking member) and the control mechanism
described above.

SIMPLICllY
Eliminafton of the latch bolt. auxiliary latch and deadbolt. plus the seoorcnon of the locking and control
means. results in a vastly simplified mechanism containing less than 10% as many parts as convenftonal
locks.

DOOR HANDS
Placing the control mechanism at the horizontal centerline of doors up to 1'-2" further simplifies matters by
allowing any door to be used for RH. LH. RHRB or LHRB
openings. Doors over 1'-2" are handed because the
control mechanism is no longer on the centerline of
the door but rather 42" above the finish floor.

SECURllY
Drilling or cutftng through the door and gaining access
to the blocking member or the actuator does not
allow manipulafton of these parts because of the particular design of the actuator which can be actuated
only from within the control mechanism. Use of a crow
bar on the faces results in the finish face breaking
away leaving a drill-proof under face. The standard
mortise cylinder is mounted recessed without blocking
rings and without set screws. making removal with
water pipe pliers or pipe wrench virtually impossible.
''Loid ing '' or use of credit cards and similar devices is
ineffecftve because of the construcfton of the
mechanism.

access
hole

7
a Ipushand pullfacesare shown here

_-..-_---:..-.....

o o
o
plain

with turn piece

o

with emergency
hole

©

with cylinder

withcylinder&

.

annunclatlonbutton

FINISHES

MASTER KEYING

The mechanism faces are available in stainless steel,
bronze and aluminum in the following finishes: US32,
US32D, US9, US10, US10B and anodized aluminum.

All standard 1-1/8" to 1-3/8" long mortise cylinders
fitted with Adams Rite cams are usable in the control
mechanism. Cylinders are not manufactured by OPENINGS.

ACCESS TO MECHANISM

---

Access to the interior of the mechanism or faces is
achieved by:
1. latching the locking member in an open
position,
2. inserting a 1/16" c/> pin into a hole in the
door edge until the locking bar is moved
1/4" against a spring load,
3. disengaging and removing the faces.

FUNCTIONS
Door functions or traffic control are achieved by means
of a key or thumb turn which control the locking bar
and indirectly either or both faces. There are a maximum of only five face variations (see above). Further,
any of these faces can be used on either the push or
pull side of the door. Since the two internal parts are
constant and do not vary from function to function, it
follows that all desired functions can be achieved by
use of a combination of the five faces. This, combined
with the unhanded door (and consequently unhanded
mechanism), allows conversion in the field to any
hand or function. On keyed functions, doors can be
further changed from simple bevel to reverse, and vice
versa, by interchanging the push or pull face.

JAMB, HEAD Be SILL DETAILS
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SECTIONS THRU
LATCHING JAMB

SECTIONS THRU
HINGE JAMB
hinge

RECOMMENDED
STEEL ~E DETAIL

\

roller

yoke
pushfexe
t----

1I----=.........;::;:- ~VCl II
frame

,

lb====V-- - --'--- -- - -

control mechanism - - - i

opening dimension - - -----....

HORIZONTAL SECTION THRU DOOR & FRAME AT CONTROL MECHANISM

applied stop by frame
manufacturer - mutes
sup .ed by OPENINGS
sta ard double rabbeted
frame without strike
or hinge cutouts

door shown
open4S"

opening dimension

TOTAL-DOOR SHOWN ADAPTED TO DOUBLE RABBETED FRAME

enslon rod -+_ _~ ~
hinge --+-

-

-fl l f

x

-;---

stop
mutes

opening dimension

TOTAL DOOR SHOWN WITH WOOD FRAME

removable blocl<ing member-+- --tt
Jamb hinge housll'lg -+----tt

VERTICAL SECTIONS
THRU DOOR & FRAME
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FRAMES
Drawings on this and the facing page suggest frame
details in wood and metal. The frames are not supplied
by OPENINGS. We recommend, for reasons of economy and flexibility, that frames be procured from a
local source. Plasterguards and all reinforcements,
except for closers and overhead holders, are
eliminated.
::
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provided as required
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TOP R4IL SHOWN WITH WOOD FR4ME
~r,~~~~ H. P. L steel or wood veneer
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on steel
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.
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--:,'
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wood top & bottom rails
:f
door heights may be reduced en
up to 2"by cutting bottom roil

,

~'std

on pairs 0 doors only:
pins fixed to the door
locking channel project
, 4 into threshold cam slots

~'std

BOTTOM R4IL AT THRESHOLD

DOORS
stiles are stiffened with semi-box sections of
roll formed 16gauge steel or extruded aluminum.
When closers are to be used with the door, the type
must be indicated with the order so that proper reinforcing can be incorporated into th~ door construction.
Door Skins are H. P. L. or 1/8" plywood veneer on
chip board core or 22,20 or 18gauge roller leveled ·
prime, electro-galvanized steel specially activated for
paint bond. The 22 gauge is recommended only
for light duty or low impact use. 20 gauge skins are
recommended for high traffic and high impact locations and 18gauge for extra heavy duty applications.
The Core of steel doors is a rigid expanded
polystyrene foam bonded to the door skins. Other doors
are normally supplied with solid chip board cores. These
cores provide exceptional strength and stiffness and cause
22 gauge steel to act like 20 gauge, 20 gauge like 18
and 18 gauge like 16 gauge (see SD.I. Standard 100-69).
The Locking Channel is made of 18gauge
cold rolled steel. stainless steel. commercial bronze or
extruded aluminum: It engages both sides of the stop
for the full height of the door. The stainless is available
bright or satin, the commercial bronze is available
bright (US9) or satin (US10), lacquered, and oxidized oil
rubbed (US10B). The rolled steel channel is electrogalvanized and primed. The aluminum is available
natural or color anodized.
The Hinge Element is 14gauge roll formed
steel or extruded aluminum continuous member
extending the full height of the door. Its' special features include three screw mounting and demounting,
1800 opening and complete concealment. There is no
vertical wear because there is no relative motion
between elements supporting the vertical load and,
for practical purposes, no wear horizontally because
we have increased horizontal load bearing areas by
a factor of 20 times when compared to a 4-1/2 x
4-1/2 butt. Hinge performance will surpass BHMAClass
I Hinge (i.e. 4 ball bearing butts) standards.

PAIRS OF DOORS

o
The advantages of the TOTAL-DOOR are especially
apparent on pairs of doors.
Thereisno gap belween doors and no astragal
is required because the locking channels are
composed of male and female members which
cooperatively engage each other in such a manner
so as to block out all light. This arrangement allows
either door to close first or allows them to close
simultaneously and still have double bolting top and
bottom. This eliminates the idea of "active" and
"inactive" doors.
There are no flush bolts as SUCh. neither

PlAN VIEW AIHE. 0 SHO

automatic nor manual. Instead. the locking channels
each engage the same block mounted to the head
and W long fixed rods project downward from the
locking channel and engage a curved slot in a metal
plate which is let into the threshold. These slotsand/or
block secure the locking channel against movement
except through normal operation of the push and pull
faces.
There is no door coordinator because of the
special cooperative engagement of the locking
channels described above.

the head stop projects
downward ~·from.the
frame e1lmlnotlng need
for aulomatlc or
maroal flush bolts

TYPICAl. SECTION S

NG ENGAGING LOCKING CHANNELS
cam slots In threshold
to accommodate pi

THRESHOlD

PlAN VIEW AT THRESHOlD

pins fixed to door locking
channel project 1f.&" into
threshold cam slot

RESULT?

ELIMINATION
The functional aspects of the TOTAL-DOOR have
resulted in the elimination of the following items:
• DoorCoordinators. Elimination of the id ea of
active or ina c tive doors eliminates the need
and cost of coordinators. TOTAL-DOORS close
in any sequence or simultaneously.
• Astragals. The engagement of the male and
female locking channels provides posit ive
control of sight. sound and heat.
• Flush Bolts. See details page 10 for pairsof
doors. In the TOTAL-DOOR system each door
leaf isbolted top and bottom and, in addition,

11
each door leaf is locked to its' mate g iving the
equivalent of four bolts without flush bolts .
• Locks. The locking channel and its' control
mechanism e liminates the expensive mortise
and cyl indrical lock and its time consuming
and touchy installation.
• Hinges. TheTOTAL-DOOR concept eliminates
all types of hinges because:
1. It has longer life than all
commercially civailable hinges
(including four ball bearing).
2. It is invisible.

DOOR FU cnON SELICTOR

(LC. = Locking Channel)
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TOTAL-DOOR
NO.

BHMA (BUILDERS HARDWARE MANUF. ASSOC.)
BHMA NO.

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTlON

01

LC. by push or pull face
from either side at all times.

PASSAGE

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side at all times.

F01

02

LC. by push or pu ll face
except when both are locked by tum
piece insid e-L.C. unlocked by turn p iece
inside and emergency key outside.

PRNACY

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side. Dead bolt operated by
tum from inside and by emergency
key from outside.

F02

03

L.c. locked by tum piece from either
side-both turn pieces must be in un
locked position to permit door
operation.

--------

---- I-----~-------

COMMUNICATING

------ -

----

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side. Two dead bolts or split
dead bolt operated Independently
by tums from both sides. Should not be
used on doors In rooms that have no
other entrance.

F03

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -; - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Latch bolt operated by knob from
F04
04
LC. by push or pull face from either
ENTRY
either side except when outside knob
Is made Inoperative by a stop or
mechanical means other than key.
When outside knob Is locked. latch
bolt may be retracted by key from
outside or by rotating inside knob.
Auxiliary dead latch.

side except when outside face is
locked by tum p iece from inside. When
outside is locked. L.c. is operated by
push or pull face inside and key
outside .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - - - -1- - -

os

LC. operated by push or pull face
from either side except when outside
is locked from outside by key.
When outside Is locked. then L.c. is
operated by key outside and push or
pull face inside.

CLASSROOM

07

L.c. Isoperated by key from outside
and by push or pull face Inside. Outer
push or pull face Isalways inoperative.

STORE
ROOM

--- -- -----

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side except when outside knob
is locked from outside by key.
When outside knob Is locked. latch
bolt may be retracted by key from
outside or by rotating inside knob.
Auxiliary dead latch.

FOS

Latch bolt operated by key from
outside or by rotating Inside knob.
Outside knob Isalways inoperative.
Auxiliary dead latch.

F07

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side except when outside knob
Is made Inoperative by a stop or
mechanical means other than key.
Dead bolt operated by tum inside.
Key outside operates both bolts.
Rotating Inside knob always operates
latch bolt.

Foa

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side. except when outside knob
is locked by key from inside. When
outside knob is locked. latch bolt may
be retracted by key from outside or
by rotating Inside knob. Auxiliary
dead latch.

F09

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --f--------, - - - SAME AS 04

FRONT

DOOR

09

LC. operated by push or pull face
from either side except when outside
Islocked by key from inside. When
outside is locked operation is by push
or pull face Inside and key outside.

APARTMENT

In comparing descripllons ofTOTAl-DOOR funcllons and BHMA functions . the TOTAl-DOORdescripllon makes sense in tenns of equivalency
If It Is remembered that the TOTAl-DOORhas no bolts as such-I.e. no deadbolt. no auxillalY latch. no latch bolt-all these are replaced by a
single locking channel running the full height of the door (see page 6 for description of Internal guarding against unauthorized or forced
enfIY). In functions where the outside Isalways locked or Is locked exdusively by tr\e inside cyl inder or slide. the key outside. when Inserted
and rotated In the cylinder. only then makes the locking cbonnel operable by the outer push or pull. As soon as the key Is removed. the outside
Is then again locked.

OT.AL-OClOR
NO.
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DESCRIPTION

TIllE

BHMA (BUILDERS HARDWARE MANUF. ASSOC.)
DESCRIPTION

BHMA NO.

SAME AS 04

CORRIDOR

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side except when outside knob
is made inoperative by a stop or
mechanical means other than key.
Dead bolt operated by tum inside.
Key outside operates both bolts . Dead
bolt has 1" throw. Hardened steel
rollers in bolt when so specified.
Rotating inside knob always operates
latch bolt.

F10

SAME AS 04 EXCEPT OPERATION OF
INNER PUSH OR PULL FACE UNLOCKS
OUTSIDE.

DORMITORY

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side except when outside knob
is made inoperative by a stop or
mechanical means other than key.
Dead bolt projected by key from
either side . Dead bolt retracted by
key from outside. Both bolts retracted
by inside knob.

F11

SAME AS 11

DORMITORY

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side except when outside knob
is made inoperative by a stop or
mechanical means other than key.
Dead bolt projected by key from
outside and by turn from inside. Dead
bolt retracted by key from outside.
Both bolts retracted by inside knob.

F12

SAME AS 11

DORMITORY

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side. Dead bolt projected by
key from outside and turn from inside.
Rotating inside knob retracts both
bolts.

F13

14

LC. operated by push or pUll face
from either side except when both
sides are locked by key from either side .

STORE
DOOR

Latch bolt operated by knob from
either side. Dead bolt operated by
key from either side.

F14

15

Outside is always locked. L.c.
operated from outside by key and insid e
by pull face. Operating turn piece shuts
out all keys except emergency key.
Indicator button.

HOTEL

Latch bolt operated by key from
outside or by rotating inside knob.
Outside knob is always inoperative.
Dead bolt operated by tum from
inside which shuts out all keys except
emergency and display key. Auxiliary
dead latch. Indicator button. When
so specified, inside knob will retract
both bolts .

F15

SAME AS 14

DEADLOCK

Dead bolt operated by key from
either side.

F16

17

LC . operated by push or pull face
either side except when both sides are
locked by key outside or turn piece inside

DEADLOCK

Dead bolt operated by key from
outside and by turn from inside.

F17

18

LC. operated by push or pull face
either side except when locked by
key outside.

DEADLOCK

Dead bolt operated by key from
outside only.

F18
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DOOR AND FRAME SIZES

All dimensions shown
are minimum

HALF GLASS (G)

FLUSH (F)

NARROW LITE (N)

VISION LITE (V)

LOUVER (L)

HOW TO
ORDER WHEN ORDERING DOORS PLEASE FOLLOW THE PROCEDURE DESCRIBED BELOW
Hrne
Deta

Variations
Available

Gauge

Finish

Standard Prime
He<rvy
Extra

Heow
or H.P.L.
when no
steel skin
is used

f
Type

F.L

3070
Size

See Chart

TLLL Above for
High Pressure

Laminates

V.VL

Available

N.NL Sizes
Wood Veneer G.GL

IIH

01

Hand Function

RH
LH
RHR
LHR

01, 02.
03 .04.
05.07.
09.11.
14.15.
17.18

21
Locking
Channel

ZI
Push.
PuRFaces

Primed
US 32
US 32D
US 9
US 10
US 10B
US 28

US 32
US 320
US 9
US 10
US 10B
US 28

R marb

Specify wo o d veneer
or particular H.P.L.

SUGGESTED SPECIFICAnONS FOR TOTAL-DOOR
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GENERAL
Contractor shall fumish and install TOTAL-DOORS
as manufactured by OPENINGS, Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan, in all openings except as otherwise provided
for in the specification.

MATERIALS
Doors shall be fabricated from roller leveled, prime
quality,cold rolled electro-galvanized and bonderized
steel sheet and/or H.P.L. Stiles shall be not less than
16gauge. Core material shall be rigid polystyrene foam.

DOOR CONSTRUCTION
TOTAL·DOORS shall be 1%" thick of composite
construction and fabricated of two 18gauge, 20 gauge
or 22 gauge steel sheets with no seams or spot welds
on the door faces. Doors shall be reinforced, stiffened,
sound-deadened and insula ted by filling the insid e of
the door with a pre-cured polystyrene core by bonding
with a thermo-setting or epoxy adhesive to both face
sheets.
TOTAL-DOO RS shall be provided complete
with locking mechanism and hinge members. Wood or
12gauge galvanized reinforcement shall be provided
for closers and holders. TOTAL-DOOR shall provide
functi ons equivalent to and replacing: 1) mortise and
cylindrical loc ks, 2) hinges, cl a ss 1, 2 and 3 an d
invisib le hinges an d (on pairs of doors) 3) coordinators,
astragals and automatic or manual flush bolts.

HARDWARE INCLUDED
WITH
TOTAL-DOOR
LatchingSide of Door: The TOTAL-DOOR shall
be supplied complete with all elements or control
mechanisms necessary to secure the latching or
locking side of the door. Performance test va lues shall,
in all cases , exceed the product standards of the
Gra de 1, Series1000, mortise locks as established by
the BHMA and as published by the American National
Standards Institute,InC.-ANSI A156.2. Master keyed
mortise cylinders are by others. All hardware on the
latch side of the door will be factory installed except
the push a nd p ull fa c es. Stan d ard mortise lock
functions will be p rovid ed by the TOTAL-DOOR control
mechanism and locking channel. On pairs of doors

the functions of the door coordinator, manual and
auto mat ic flush bolts, an d astragals will be provid ed
by the cooperatively engaging locking channels
of TOTAL-DOOR.

Hinge Side of Door: The TOTAL-DOOR shall
be supplied with a ll the elements necessary to swing
the door 180~ The jam b hinge housing member will
be fastened to the wood or metal jamb in the field by
the carpenter using screws provided by this manufacturer, or in the case of metal frames only, be
attached in the frame rnooutocfurer's plant by me ans
of standard metal fastening or welding techniques.
Performance test values of the hinge shall, in all c ases,
exceed the product standards of Class 1, 4 ball
bearing, butts as established by the BHMA and
published by the American National Standards
Institute,Inc.-ANSI A8111.
Shop Painting: All exposed metal surfaces
sha ll be electro-statically sprayed with an acry lic modified paint prepared especially for electro-galvanized
bonderized steel with a one mill dry film thickness.
Shipping and Storage: All doors shall be bulk
packed on special pallets and protected by heavy
gauge polyethylene c over, and paper covered steel
comer angles, all securely banded together with a
maximum of 20 doors per pallet.
Installation: Doors shall be installed by others in
a manner to achieve the desired functional operation
and appearance.
Frames: Byothers.
Special Finishes: TOTAL-DOORS may be
supplied in any of the following finishconditions:
1)Prime Painted
2) Vinyl laminated steel sheet
3) Wood veneers bonded to the steel
skins
4) High pressure laminates bonded to
the steel skins (indoor use only) or
directly on the door core
See architectural plans for details.
Doors with lights or louvers shall have openings
framed and securely attached.
Guarantee: All component parts of TOTALDOOR shall be guaranteed against all defects in
material an d workmanshi p for a period of 5 years
when used in accordance with manufacturers
recom mend ations.

784 INDUSTRIAL COURT. / BLOOMFIELD HILLS. MICHIGAN 48013
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PATENTS PENDING U.SA..CANADA, GREAT BRITAIN. GERMANY, FRANCE. JAPAN, AUSffiALIA AND OTHER COUNTRIES

Eeds, Sandy
103 Amherst Dr., S.E.
Albuquerque 87106
265-7703

Miller, Mark
807 Eillhth, N.W.
Albuquerque 87104

Memb rs Emeritus
Ferquson, Gordon B.
115 Amherst, S.E.
Albuquerque 87106

243·1721

Hooker, Marjorie M.
Post Office Box 10149
Alameda 87114
898·2624

Wood, Arthur L.
1316 Truman St.. S.E.
Albuquerque 87108

Popkin, Charles A
1701 caroenas Dr.. N.E.
Albuquerque 87110
256-1009

SANTA FE CHAPTER A.I.A.
President. - ----John W. McHugh
Director
Sec.Treas.
Fellows
Clark, Kenneth S.
208 De1llado
982·1951

Conron, John P.
P. O. Box 935
983-6948

Meem, John Gaw
P. o. Box 1924
983·6412

Corporate Members
Arrison, John B.
20lI Delg do
982·1951

Bicknell, Bruce M.
423 East Main Stre t
Farminllton 87401
327·1056

-- -

Earl P. Wood

983-49'92

Code 87501
.._ _ George C. Owen
Robert J. Strader, Jr.

Director __ _

_ Donna Quasthoff

Reisacher, Robt. W ., Col
522 Acequia Madre

Kruger, Willard C.
P, O. Box 308

Romero, Bernabe, Jr.
322 Paseo de Peralta
P. O. Box 5072

983·5497

983·7308

982-2123

Lattin, Eli Voil
2071 North Road
Los Alamos 87544

Stanley, Francis E.
P. O. Box 506

Lugton, C. R.
659 W. Aberdeen Avenue
Littleton. Colorado 80120

Stewart, Harold
P. o. Box 1417

983-2258

662-4084

983-3347

Nolder, Nan
924 canyon Road, No. 5

982-8556

982-8036

Ortega, Antonio F.
Rt. 2, Box 186

982·4911

I

Nestor, Robert L.
No. 1 cerro Gordo

983·3347

Torres, Reynaldo V.
637 cerrillos Road

McHugh, John W.
P. O. Drw. 5619, Cor. Sta.

Walker, Louis W.
907 Camino Santander

983-3347

983·3274

Weidner, Urban c., Jr.
Radio Plaza, Marcy St.

Owen, George C.
105 E. Marcy

Girard, Alexander H.
P. O. Box 2168

Patton, Charles D.
The Baca Grande, Ang!. Fire
Ealle Nest 87118

983-4414

983-3347

Wood, Earl P.
Plaza Luisa

Grenfell, Richard B.
Box 495, Tesuque 87574

Pool, Sam
P. o. Box 4094

Halford, Richard
321 W. San Francisco St.

Quasthoff, Donna
P. o. Box 2145

Parmer, Thomas R.
302 Alegra Street

Hyatt, Foster H.
157 canyon Road

Register, Philippe deM
P. O. Drawer "B"

Spears, Beverley Bruce
645 East Palace

988-5194

827·2404

982·2621

983·7422

988-3107

827·2807

983-0100

Zinn, Dale F.
711 Don Gaspar
Zinn, Ann Louise
711 Don Gaspar
988·3472

Profelsional Affiliate Member:
Gleye, Paul H.
P. O. Box 1201
982-4471

982-1918

......

983·4333
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THE MASONIC T EMPLE IN LAS VEGAS, N . M.
by Louise
Many lat e nineteenth cen tury buil dings remain
in Las Vegas, New Mexico. Th ey ar e visible proof
to us of the proliferation of architectural styles during
the Gilded Age. In thi s period buildings were construct ed in every imaginable historical style. Architects freely ada pted the ancient struc tur es of Europe
and Asia to American commercia l and domestic
needs. On e of the great est of th ese architec ts, Henr y
Hobson Richardson, was inspired by the Romanesqu e
churches of Spain and Syria, but he did not blindly
copy them. Instead , his America n buildings capt ure
the sense of massiveness and grandeur inheren t in
typical Romanesqu e struc tures. Richardson ada pted
the Roman esqu e to his personal idiom by thorou ghly
digesting its forms and details, which he used in a
mann er that was fittin g to his designs. In his buildings, decoration and structure are thorou ghly int egrated. Many other archit ects qui ckly gras ped the

Harris

Kv e l's

magnificence of Richardson's struc tures and began
to imitate him, initiating an American style we call
the Richardsonian Romanesqu e.
Most of Richard son's imitators skimmed the superficialities from the great man's style to design
struc tures in which Richar dson's essential power
was not parall eled. However, th ere were exceptions
to this rule, such as Louis Sullivan 's Auditorium in
Chicago. By 1875 Richard son had arrived at his matur e style seen in Trin ity Church in Boston and the
Cheney Block ( fig. 4 ) in Hart ford , and by 1880
arch itects in provincial as well as in major centers
were prod ucing Richardsonian Roman esqu e buildings. Between 1880 and 1900 many of the more successful structures in this style appeared in the pages
of A merican A rchitec t and Building News. Ch aracteristic of these designs are qu arry-face mason ry,
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heavy proportions, Syrian arches, prominent voussoirs, squat columns , and Salamancan towers .
Th e Masonic Temple (figs. 1, 5 and 8) in Las
Vegas is a typical Richardsonian Romanesqu e building. In 1892 Th e Commercial Club Illustrat ed Supplem ent to th e Las V egas Daily Optic published a
design by Kirchner and Kirchner, Denver architects,
for the Temple ( fig. 2 ). This design was for a Romanesque building with Gothic overtones. Its quarry-face ston e, heav y piers, round arches, clust ered
colonettes, and turrets derive from the former style,
while its sharply pit ched roof and gables, cresting,
and finials are of the latt er. Kirchner and Kirchn er's
four story design was not constructed, however, and
the contract for the Masonic Templ e was eventually
awarded to I. H. and W. M. Rapp, who at that time
had offices in Chicago and Trinidad, Colorado. I. H.
Rapp came to sup ervise the construc tion in Las Vegas
which was executed by W. F. Kean of Pueblo , Colorado.' Th e cornerstone of the Templ e was laid in
Novemb er, 1894 , ~ but the building was not finished
until Jun e, 1895.:1 Its cost was about $30,000, and
its lot was an additional $15,000.4
Th e Rapp s' design, like that of the Kirchn ers, is
Richardsonian Romanesqu e in character. In fact, it
is remarkabl y similar to H. H. Richard son's Ch eney
Block ( fig. 4 ) of 1875 - 76. Both stru ctures have
quarry-face masonry , heavy corne r towers with pyra midal caps, indications of towers at the opposit e
corners, large round arches carried on massive piers
linking two stories togeth er, pronounced voussoirs,
and arched entrances. Th e Masonic Templ e is narrower, smaller, and simpler in design than the Ch eney
Block, but both buildings are weighty and massive
in character. Th e Rapps , unlike many of Richardson's
imitators, seem to have und erstood the master's feelings for proportion. A critic wrot e in 1891 that
assuredl y designers will get nothing but good
from his [Richardson's] work if they learn from
it to try for larg eness and simplicity, to avoid
niggling, and to consider first of all the disposition of their masses. But these are merits that
cannot be transferred from a photograph. Th ey
are quite ind epend ent from a fondn ess for the
Provencial Romanesque, and still more of an exaggeration of the depth of the voussoirs and of
the dwarfishness of pillars ."
Although it would not be mistak en for one of Richardson's designs, the Las Vegas Masonic Templ e
has th e "largeness and simplicity" that were th e
master's great qualities.
The entrance of the Masonic Templ e ( figs. 5
and 8 ) is a low Syrian arch carri ed on squat columns typical of th e kind used by Richardson. Rapp
and Rapp did not derive this entrance from the
Cheney Block, however, but seemingly from Adler
and Sullivan's Chicago Stock Exchange ( fig. 3 ) of
1893-94. Although th ey lack the brilliant complexity
of Sullivan 's ornam ent , the curvilinear vegetal forms
carved in low relief on the sandstone spandrels
16

above th e entrance arch of the Temple are somewhat Sullivanesque in character. The disposition of
this carving is an alfiz around the low Syrian arch ,
and the tondi with carv ed borders containing symbols in the spandrels of th e Las Vegas Masonic Temple are similar to those of the Chicago Stock Exchange. However, the Stock Exchange arch rests on
a low base immediately on the ground, while the
Masonic Templ e arch has a high base composed of
more Sullivan esqu e vegetal ornament, squat columns, and rusticat ed blocks of red sandstone. At
the corners of the bands of sinuous vegetal carvings
are the heads of putti ( fig. 8 ) intertwined with
leaves. A competent ston e carver undoubtedl y created this decoration. Wh eth er the Happs imported
an artisan or hired someone in the Las Vegas area
to carve these blocks is unknown.
Th e Optic, still published daily in Las Vegas,
describ ed the three story Masonic Temple in 1895.
Th e building . . . has been erected of Las
Vegas red standstone . . . Its outer dimensions
are sevent y-five feet front by ninety feet of
depth, there being five floors, including the
basement and tower. Th e basement is divid ed
into thr ee rooms, underlying the entire structur e, and is light ed by prism atic tiles in the vestibul es to the stores and by three bulkhead windows in the rear . Th e heating apparatus for the
building, is locat ed in the basement.
In front of the Templ e is the first cement
sidewalk in Las Vegas. Broad and well built
curbing of red sandstone, it furnish es a handsome approach to th e three handsome stor e
rooms occupying th e ground floor... Th e
ceilings [of the displ ay windows] are of steel,
and the front s of red oak, the top of each window being chipped glass, while the remainder
of the window is one solid sheet of American
polished plate glass."
Th e display windows of the Templ e seem to have
remained intact . Carved wooden pilast ers with beading and triglyph-Iike motifs support an entablature
with a dentil cornice on each wall exposed by the
windows. Arched mirrors with fan-like forms are
set between these pilasters (figs. 6 and 7).
Insid e, the Masonic Templ e is rather spare and
devoid of detail. Wh at detailing exists is classical
in form. For exampl e, th e newel posts of the tower
staircase have recessed bead ed panels, dentils, and
leafy forms carved on them. Panels and dentils also appear around the entrance of the lobby , and still more
panels and curvilinear carving are found on the staircase. Decorative turned balusters make up the stair
railing. Th e only decoration in the upstairs rooms is
around the doors and windows . Th e Optic describ ed
the interior of the Temple in exaggerated terms.
The grand entrance is in the tower . . .
and is approached through a low massive arch
of masonry, giving access to a lobby, ten and
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. . Figure 3. Entrance, Chi cago Sto ck
Exchan ge, 1893 - 94.

. . Figure 2. Las Vegas Masonic Temple
design by Kirchn er and Kirchner, 1892.

Figure 4. Cheney Block, Hartford, •
Co nn ., 1875 - 76:
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Figu re 5. Entrance to
th e Masoni c Temple,
Las V egas.
Figures 6 and 7. Th e
showcase and doors,
H offm an's clothing

store.

one half feet wid e, floored with red and white
tiles, trim med in oak and with pa neled wa inscoting. A stai rway bro ken into five flights, with
connec ting landings, having handsomely turn ed
balust ers and carved newel posts, leads from the
ground floor landing to th e tower room . . .
In the secon d story, an d forming part of the
Montezuma club rooms ... is an open loggia
ten and one half by eleven fee t . . . with tiled
floor, stone balustrad e and wro ugh t iron grille.'
Th e Masonic Temple is one of the more impressive structures in Las Vegas. Altho ugh derivati ve
of Hichard son's and Sullivan's buildings, it maintains a massive d ignit y and harmon y of proportion.
It s well ca rved detailing complements the rough cut
tone of its walls. It is th e first building construc ted
in Las Vegas by I. 1-1. an d W. M. Happ, compe tent
provincial architec ts whose designs in various styles
bet ray a talent for the tasteful combination of forms.
Although they were not innovators, the Happs usually produ ced inte resting buildings in the styles pop ular during the lat e nineteenth cen tury. Th ey were
th e leadi ng arc hitects in Las Vegas, where they had
an office around th e tum of the cen tury," and numerous examples of th eir work can still be seen th ere
today."
LN. I.

Figure 8. Detail of the stone carvings, entrance to the
Masonic Temple, Las Vegas.
NOTES
IThe Da ily Optic, XVII, (June 24, 1895) .
:.!Ibid., XVI, (November 26 , 1894).
3lb id. , XVII , (June 24, 1895 ).
4lbid.
~M o n tgo m e ry Schuyler, "Glimpses of Western
Architecture : Chicago, " American A rchitect ure a nd
Other Wr iting s, Edited by Will iam H. Jordy and

Ra lph Coe, (New York : Atheneum, 1964), 114.
HThe Daily Opt ic, XVII, (June 24, 1895 ).
' Ib id .
si . H. and W . M. Rapp are listed as having an
off ice in the Crockett Block in Las Vegas in the
1900 and 1903 c ity d irectories.
!)Exa m ples are St . Anthony's Sanitarium of
1898 , the Baca Avenue Public School of 1900, and
the Y. M . C. A. bu ild ing of 190 5.

- - - - - - - - - . . .;;.- - - - - -- ---,
"We found TJI far superior to
other systems" states Marvin E. Goldberg ,
EI Paso general contractor: " In a warehouse-office
building which we recently completed , we found the
Trus Joist roof system to be far more economical than
any of some half dozen systems that we investigated.
We found the erection and completion of the building
with this system to be far superor to any other system
we had considered using on this project."
Project: Office and Wareho use , EI Paso, Texas
Contractor: Marvin E. Goldberg

George B. McGill & Co., Inc.
3530-C Pan Ame rican Fwy., NE
Albuquerque , New Mexico 87 107
Telephone (505) 345-4501
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NO JOB TOO LARGE-OR TOO SMALL
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exte rior paints, color coordinated wallcoverings , industri al-technical coatings,
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suppl ies and accessories. Sinc e 1936.
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ALBUQUERQUE FOR GOOD
OUR CREDENTIALS . . . THOUSANDS OF
SATISFIED CUST OME RS

FREE ESTIMATES

(505 ) 345-1854

I

Manufacturing Co.

3402 Stanford Drive, N. E.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuque rqu e, N.M.: 1214 San Pedro N.E.
EI Paso, Texa s: 1531 Magoffin, 9054 Dyer,
7636 Gateway East, 5937 N. Mesa

YOU SaVE WITH N~W rn[(m~UrnrnU 1tw meUM
I

'
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GLOZED BLOCK 1AJ8LLS

QUALITY PRODUCTS for
THE BUILDING INDUSTRY
Space Frames
Telespar Tubing
Metal Framing
.11. S TllUT

4820 PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY, N. E.
FEATHERLITE BLOCK CO., Box 489 , Lubbock, Tex. 79408, 806 /763-8202
FEATHERLITE BUILDING PRODUCTS CO., Box 9977, EI Paso, Tex. 79990
CREGOBLOCK COMPANY, INC., 6026 Second St. N.W., Albuquerque, N.M.
505 /344-3475

P. O. BOX 3128

YOU saUE TIME/YOU saUE MONEY
WITH THE ECONOMY OF BLOCK &THE PERFORMANCE OF GLAZE
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( 505) 881-0264

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87110

PLASTECO
SKYLIGHTS
RESI DENTIAL, COMMERCIAL
& CUSTOM - SEE SWEET'S 7.8/PL
Now represented in New Mexico by
William W. Douglass, Inc.
Albuquerque, N. M. 87109
294-5326

ALBUQUERQUE
TESTI NG LABORATORY
Sub -so lI Investigations
For Struct ura l and Dam Founda t ions
Two Drills and Crews now
available for Prompt Service
La bora tory Analysis and
Evaluat ion of Const ruction Materials
All work done under the supervision
of Registered Professional Engineen
532 Jefferson St. N.E. Phone AL 5-8916
Phane AL 5- 1322

P. O. Box 4101
A lbuq ue rq ue
Ne w Mexico

Childers
Architectural
Panels
mansard roof
fascia panels
soffit panels

PEERLESS'·
CUSHIONED V INYL FLOORS. THE ULT IM ATE IN CUSTOM FLOORS FOR COMMERCIAL INSTALLATION. THE
WHITE SHIELD BACK ALLOWS INSTALLATION ON OR
BELOW GRADE.
ASK TO SEE THE W IDE SELECTION OF BEAUTIFUL
PATTERNS IN PEERLESS CUSHIONED VINYL SHEET
GOODS. EXTRA RUGGED, YET SO BEAUTIFUL.

125 DALE, S. E.
P. O. BOX 2511 , ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87125
PHONE 877 -5340
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Structural integrity:
The concrete facts of southwestern life.

Printed By
Hall-Poorbaugh Press, Inc ., Roswell, N. M.

IN DEX OF FIRMS who make possible t he
publication of NMA and t he pag e upon
which their message may be foun d:

Employment Securlly Commission Olllce Building in Albuquerque
Archll ect: W. C. Kruger and Assoc iates
Structural Engineer: Robert Krause
ChemComp Concrele supplied by Albuquerque Grawel Products Company

The assignment was to place concrete floors on metal decks in the
new Employment Security Commission Office Building in
Albuquerque. ChemCompW was specified to reduce or eliminate
cracking typical of this type of placement. The architects and
engineers were well satisfied with the results (see inset). Check
ChemComp's many advantages by writing for our free brochure:
Box 392 , EI Paso. Texas 79943.

SOUTHWESTERN PORTLAND CEM ENT COMPANY
MAKERS OF ELTORO CEMENTS / EL PASO , AMARILLO, ODESSA
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The first major
breakthrough
ineffective
wine storage
In2000 years.
If you' re proud o f you r
wine . don 't subject it
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915 Lead S.W.

Albuqu erque,

ew Mexico 87102

Despite the energy crisis,
Sou hern Union is still
urging you to use nat ral
gas appl.-ances•

DON'T KILL
YOUR WINE

~.

open for depos its a nd loa ns
contact you r chapte r secr etary
for membership cards or loa n a pplica t ions

.,
WhY
•

For one very good reason:

:;~:~~~i ~~etZ,~~~:~:t~

the. e.nergy crisis is to make the
most eHident use of our
eXisting fuels.

So. you should know thai
the most efficient source 01
household energy is naru,aI
gas. Natural gas can wa rm

your home. heat Ihe bath water.
dry your clothes and cook Ihe
tamity's meals more elficiently
than any other energy you
can use.
That's because Southern
Union can deliver natural gas
direct to your home with
minimal energy toss. For every
100 units of energy laken from
the well. 96 are delivered to
your home . That is double or
triple the elficiency of
converting ~ to another larm of
energy to be used lor these
same household purposes.

Fact is. the best way to
conserve natural gas is to use
itdireetly.

COOK'S BUILDING SPECIALTIES

That's why Southern
Union is sbll urging you to use
natural gas appliances. Now.
more than ever before, if you
want the job done right...do
~ with gas.

414 SECOND ST., S.W.

If you .an' the Jobdone ri9h t.
do H
hg'L

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION CALL:

243 -5541

ALBUQUERQUE , NEW MEXICO. P.O.BOX 834 ,87103
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Durability, economy and speed of construction are three of
the reasons prestressed concrete double tee wall members were
chosen for the new Career Education Center at Robertson High
School in Las Vegas , N.M.
122 prestressed members , including our new 5 + 3 double
tee wall panel , were used in the construction of these battered
wall structures. The 160 x 200 foot , two cubicle building houses
a large general purpose shop , electric shop, drafting, arts & crafts
and home economics training areas. The roof of the building
consists of 8' wide double tees , 30" and 20" deep .
Another attractive building , that is durable and economical ,
was delivered in a short construction time, thanks to prestressed
concrete from Hydro Conduit Corporation .

HYDRO

CONDUIT

CORPORATION

2800 SECOND STREET, SW - ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87103

